CHARTING LIBRARY

Traders aren’t all the same.
Their charts shouldn’t be,
either.

Purpose-built for finance.
ChartIQ delivers powerful, high-performance charts that meet the needs of every user ranging from the
generalist to the power technical analyst. No other charting tool addresses the deep requirements of the
industry like we do. Real-time market data, market sessions, trade execution, and technical analysis are just
a few of the industry-specific needs that ChartIQ was designed to address, all while providing stunning data
visualization and a beautiful user interface.

✔ DATA-AGNOSTIC

✔ FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE

Give your users world-class charting and deliver a
unique combination of market data with alternative
and proprietary data, without disrupting their workflow.

Tier 1 banks, brokerages, websites, and technology
providers customize our charts to meet the specific
needs of their users.

Analyst reports, price targets, historical trade
activity, transaction cost analysis, and proprietary
data-sets can be layered into a cohesive charting
experience, arming users with a one-stop shop to
view performance and execute strategies.

ChartIQ’s modular architecture allows firms to
identify which workflows are valuable to their users
and incorporate additional ChartIQ modules to
create a truly unique solution and user experience.
Now with full support for Angular and React toolkits.

✔ UNPARALLELED PERFORMANCE
Built on the HTML5 Canvas, ChartIQ is designed
to handle 50,000+ data points on the chart,
updating in real time down to the millisecond while
continuing to deliver a fully interactive chart. Our
javascript library runs on all modern browsers and
touch-screen devices out-of-the-box.

Feature Spotlight
ChartGrid allows
users to apply any
study uniformly
across multiple
charts with just
one click.

Create an individualized trading experience.
✔ INTEGRATED WORKFLOWS

✔ PARTNERSHIPS

Users can easily share charts with others in the
Symphony messaging platform community,
complete with analysis and annotations. Trade From
Chart functionality can be integrated directly into
your firm’s existing Order Management System
(OMS). Seamlessly share context between charts and
other third party or proprietary applications with our
smart desktop platform, Finsemble.

As the industry leader in technical analysis charting,
we partner only with the best-of-breed fintech
providers to deliver the best technical analysis tools
to our clients. In equities, our Estimize plug-in gives
users access to crowdsourced earnings and revenue
estimates from 100,000 analysts. For more technical
traders, the Trading Central plug-in provides expert
analytics on over 72,000 financial instruments.

✔ CREATIVE USE CASES
With 300+ clients around the world, we specialize in customization for specific use cases. From social media
platforms like Stocktwits to institutional firms like Citi and Factset, we provide one thing they can’t find
elsewhere: the world’s only professional-grade HTML5 charting software on the market.

Premium Modules
ChartIQ’s modular architecture allows firms to build meaningful end user workflows.
Premium modules include:

Technical Analysis

Life Cycle Events

Term Structure Graph

Comprehensive platform with
125 indicators and a suite of
advanced drawing tools and
technical charting styles.

Plot any type of event that
occurs over the course of time.
Reconstruct trades with
Post-Trade Visualization.

A real-time, interactive graphic
display of the term structure of
a market such as credits, swaps,
commodities, and more.

Active Trader + Trade From Chart

ScriptIQ

Understand the micro-structure of the market with visual Let your users personalize their charts by
market depth, order book, tick charts and trade history. writing their own technical indicators using
Construct and execute trades directly on the chart.
our powerful scripting language

Built for developers, by developers.
ChartIQ is a robust SDK with comprehensive APIs, production-grade “drop-in” UI templates, sample
implementations, optional premium modules, and extensive documentation. Visit documentation.chartiq.com
to learn how you can easily add interactive time series charts to your application in one day.
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